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Commenced
Completed
Cost                  £
Map Reference
Position

Type
Ditch
Guns
Barrack Accom.
Present use

History

Disposal
Condition
Access

Sources

1887
1889

SZ 330890 
Added to Right side of Fort Albert.

Brennan Toredo Station
The sea

In the fort.
Demolished. Fort converted to
apartments.

In use 1887 to 1907 as Brennan
station. Then reverted to fort use.
Remains of Station Demolished 
None

The Needles Defences - Cantwell

The Brennan Torpedo - Beanse

1887 to 1907 Brennan Torpedoes.

Although obsolete in fortification terms by the time the Brennan was adopted, Cliff End Fort (Fort Albert) proved suitable for
adaptation as a Brennan installation. The installation there was situated just ahead of the controlled minefield off Fort Victoria.
A plan exists  for an installation here dated 1887. One unusual feature of this drawing is the rail gauge, shown as 9 inches rather than
the 7 inches that was the standard. This suggests that Albert may have existed by 1887 and could indicate its use as an experimental
station before the torpedoes’ adoption. While a torpedo with integral wheels is shown on these rails, the 9- inch gauge could originally
have been for the launch trolley, used before the adoption of integral wheels and, perhaps, initially carried over to this later design.

This first design utilised the northernmost casemate of the existing structure to contain the winding engine, with a large single boiler in
the basement below. A torpedo store was built onto the back of the existing structure and the wires from the winding engine were lead
back into it, then round pulleys into line with the slipway. The slipway ran along the side of the fort, under a lean-to roof, into the sea.

The first service installation abandoned the use of the existing fort entirely. The boiler and engine rooms were re-positioned to the rear,
side by side, beneath the torpedo room. The casemates in the fort had their fronts blocked with concrete giving a total wall thickness of
12 feet and a concrete wall 5 feet thick was built through the centre of the fort dividing the casemates in two. The front half was filled
with sea sand to provide protection to the installation. The rear half of the casemates were still available for accommodation. Finally
the basement-level boiler and engine rooms were abandoned in favour of new ones at ground level. The new engine room was built
onto the rear of the torpedo room and the boiler room on to the side. A wire winding room was built against the rear of the engine
room. The disused old engine and torpedo rooms were to be filled with shingle though there is some doubt if this was done.

It was intended to add a second slipway here with additional engine and torpedo rooms. A different design of winding engine would
have been used; similar to the vertical engine used for the trials but with wider drums split into four sections allowing four torpedoes to
be run in succession. The layout would have permitted either engine to drive either slipway and would have reduced the chance of the
station being put out of commission. Also shown by those plans were armoured cowls to protect the ends of the travelling pulley
girders, these were exposed and damage to them could have put the station out of action. The only directing station known here was
built into the roof of the lean-to cover over the slipway, a somewhat precarious location. The fort (Albert)  was converted to modern
apartments and the annex containing the Brennan Station was retained at first. It was finally demolished after 2007.
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The Brennan Station is the
portion with the sloping.


